IS ARENAS GOLF
& COUNTRY CLUB
GOLF COURSE R. VON HAGGE & R.BARIL
Pineta Is Arenas - Narbolia OR 09070
Entrance from SS 292 Km. 113.4
Satellite coordinates:
40 ° 20 ‘21.62’ ‘N 8 30 ° 45.50’ ‘E
the center of the west coast of Sardinia
PH: 0039.348.69.14.889

prenotazioni@isarenas.it

www.isarenas.it

“If you play golf; there is no better gift you can give yourself than experiencing
IS ARENAS. All the essential elements; sand dunes, pine forest, water and an
exceptional climate, merge in perfect harmony to provide a completely unique
golfing experience.
IS ARENAS is an endless tapestry of colors, textures, fragrances and vital
energies ... “

SPECIAL
GOLF
PACKAGES

IS ARENAS golf course designed by architects Robert
Von Hagge & Richard Baril,
resides in a lush pine forest of
700 hectares on the sea. This
is a land with a richly storied
history; an exceptional natural
environment,
constantly
and meticulously nurtured,
protected and preserved.
The 18 hole, par 72 golf course
stretches for a total of 6,300
meters, along which each
unique golf hole resides in a
natural sand dune landscape,
comprised of pine and juniper
trees.
The golf course is
characterized by its distinct
layout and beauty of the design,
which provides a exceptional
and exciting journey for players
of all levels. The golf offering of
Is Arenas is also enriched by a
charming and technical 3-hole
par 3 executive course.

IS ARENAS golf course has received numerous awards, including the prestigious European
environmental certification GEO ON COURSE, received in 2013; and judged by the
experts; “...one of the most beautiful Italian locations”. IS ARENAS is open and playable
all year, as it enjoys a highly favorable climate. During times of high wind or high heat,
the forest offers a serene and temperate environment. At IS ARENAS, you play golf in a
refuge of complete relaxation and comfort, regardless of the time of year.

The course of Is Arenas is reserved primarily for participants Sports
Association “Is Arenas Golf & Country Club”, to its subscribers and guests
of some hotels and other Circles of course connected.
The spirit is to “play in relax” with a limited number of on route. The
admissions of the exterior are therefore also appropriately adjusted in
relation to organizational needs - operational “.

GUEST HOUSE

DEGLI ULIVI & LA PALMA

GUEST HOUSE la

colonna

The luxurious guest house “The Column”
overlooks the 5th hole of Is Arenas golf course.
The guest house has 5 en-suite, double rooms
and two single rooms. All rooms are equipped
with every comfort. The spacious living room
serves as a common gathering area. There is
a sumptuous breakfast buffet served in the
dining room each morning.
Accommodations at Is Arenas also includes
se-lect and elegant villas of the residential
complex Junipers, located within the golf
course. These units include one or two double
rooms, kitchen, living room, bathrooms with
shower and private garden. These homes offer
the op-portunity to fully immerse yourself in
Is Arenas and golf, with complete freedom to
also enjoy the local Sar-dinian handicraft style
which decorates each home.
Luxurious and elegant, the historic Foresteria of Olives, with its annex La Palma, resides within the forest, surrounded by beautiful olive
trees, from which the guest house derives its name. Degli Ulivi is conveniently positioned 800 meters from the sea and 300 meters
from the tee of hole # 1. Degli Ulivi boasts 4 individual and unique double guest rooms with en-suite. All rooms are equipped with air
conditioning, satellite TV, mini bar, safe and wi-fi. The entire residence can also be reserved for groups, and a central living room and
common areas reserved with exclusive catering service.
La Palma is a seperate residence located nearby Degli Ulivi. La Palma is your home away from home, with two charming and fully
amenitized double guest rooms, and a common kitchen and dining room. This is truly a unique residence, which is sure to provide a
memorable and relaxing holiday.

HOTEL LUCREZIA

AQUAE SINIS

Set in a magnificient villa of the late ‘800s Hotel Lucrezia is letting you step back in
time and feel the atmosphere of Sardinian countryside life.
The atmosphere of the past gets along well with all comforts of a luxury hotel. All
seven unique double rooms and the suite are furnished with antique hand made
pieces of the late 1800. In the heart of the garden the Hotel Lucrezia welcomes
guests to begin and to end of the day for a traditional aperitif from the house wine
cellar You will discover a wild and untouched area famous for history, beautiful
beaches, landscapes and with an excellent tradition of food and wine.
“Albergo diffuso” literally “ spread-out hotel”
in English, refers to a hotel whose rooms are
buildings of a historic town centre. The Aquae
Sinis’s charme comes from the re-use of three
ancient seventeenth-century residences in
Cabras’s original urban centre – Thermae,
Mistras and Pontis- while the main building
houses the reception, the restaurant and some
other bedrooms, and two additional houses are
available for guests. All buildings have been
elegantly restored in the traditional architectural
style using bio-construction techniques.

Hotel Lucrezia Hotel Lucrezia
Via Roma 14/a 09070 Riola Sardo/Oristano
T +39 0783 412078
M +39 3482427054
info@hotellucrezia.it
www. hotellucrezia.com

Prenotazioni@aquaesinis.it
www.aquaesinis.it
info@aquaesinis.it
Via C. Battisti 44
09072 Cabras OR Sardinia Italy
+39-0783-1856050
Fax +39-07830392251
Mob: +39-320-1831501

da renzo
Da Renzo is a modern inn with all the comforts and
amenities. Located in a quiet area, not far from populated
centers, it meets the needs of a tourist clientele. It is
about 10 km from the beautiful beaches of Oristano and
it is easily accessible by the state highway 131.
The restaurant operates since 1985, the kitchen, in its
simplicity, is reminiscent of the flavors of the traditional
tavern, which follows the course of the seasons and
the use of local products. However, there are elaborate
and high quality dishes based on lobsters, shellfish and
seafood with the characteristic taste of Sardinia, all
strictly accompanied by a wide range of regional wines.
The place, with a capacity of 600 seats, is comfortable,
elegantly furnished and counts with air conditioning and
heating. There is a private parking available to guests,
a garden for parties, recurring events, cerimonies and a
pool of 120 square meters.
There are double, quadruple and sextuple rooms.
Each room has a TV, air conditioning and a private
bathroom. The daily cleaning of bedrooms and
bathrooms is guaranteed. There is also a conference
room, recommended for business meetings, equipped
with video conferencing that includes microphones,
projector, air conditioning and Wi-Fi.
The range of services offered is very wide, but to meet
it in the best way, reservation is required.
Enjoy your stay!

SHELLFISH MENU’
Seafood soup
Sardinian Fregola with shellfish ( scampi, shrimp, sea crawfish, crab )
Tub gurnard with potatoes and saffron
Fruits sorbet
Nuragus (white wine)
Water
Coffee and Myrtle (Sardinian liquor)
€ 50,00
TRADITIONAL SARDINIAN MENU’
Sardinian banquet with:
ham, smoked sausage, cheese, bacon, pickled vegetables
Maccarrones with wild meat sauce
Sardinian roasted pig
Seasonal vegetables
Seadas (traditional Sardinian fritter) with honey
Cannonau (red wine)
Water
Coffee and Myrtle (Sardinian liquor)
€ 50,00
FISH MENU’
N°4 Fish Starters
Fregula Sarda with pesto and monkfish slices
Gilthead bream or sea bass char-grilled with vernaccia (potatoes and olives)
Burnt cream
Sardinian Vermentino (white wine)
Water
Coffee and Myrtle (Sardinian liquor)
€ 50,00

The restaurant is closed Mondays and Sunday evenings,
at the end of December and the first half of January.’
Ristorante Locanda "Da Renzo"
Strada statale 131 km 99
09070 Siamaggiore (OR) Italy
Tel. +39 0783 33658
renzo.corona@tiscali.it
www.darenzo.it

BEACH IS ARENAS

ATTRACTIONS

Is Arenas possesses one of the most impressive beaches in Sardinia. Capricious in nature, here you can find a
serene oasis, and at times a turbulent sea, offering an impulsive and extravagant performance.
During the summer you can take advantage of the beach Services Is Arenas, with sun beds and umbrellas, bar
service with changing rooms, showers and toilets. Access to the more than 4 kilometers of beach is convenient with
the service cart shuttle.

Is Arenas is located in the Sinai
Peninsula twenty minutes from the
Carthaginian city of Tharros, and other
important archaeological sites. The
entire area has been preserved and the
coast still retains all its natural beauty
and charm. For horse enthusiasts, Is
Arenas offers a unique experience for
excursions in the area. Known for its
local cuisine fresh fish and fine wines,
the region of Oristano and Is Arenas
offers visitors a truly unforgetable
opportunity for an authentic holiday.

